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Communigue of t.~~· meeting 

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament today held its 64lst plenary 

meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the chai~anship of 

·H.E. Ambassador M. Nisibori, representative of Japan. 

Statements were made by the representatives of the United Kingdom and India. 

The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Thursday, 11 July 1974, 

at 10.30 a.m. 

* 
* * 

The CHAIRMAN: vle have today the pleasure and the privilege of seeing in 

the seat of the ·United Kingdom the Right Honourable David Ennals, M.P. and Minister 

of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs. 

On behalf of the members of the Committee, I should like to extend to Mr. Ennals 

our most cordial welcome and to assure him that we shall listen with particular 

interest and attention to what he has to say. 
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Mr. ENNALS (United Kin-gdbru-}: ''Although r-·:~.- bY designa t~on the leader of the 

United :Kingddiii delegati6n·· to :the :Confe,rEiric)e .of the Committe~ on Disariilament~ this:··is the 

first opportunity I :hav~·(I1.£td.;:~t~ ·atterid your conlmittee; · ~d ev€m tb..i-8--:first ·occasfon·· 
··t .-. - ·· ·. · . · . ... , . . .. · . . ~ r:· · . .. . .. 

will be short. I had planned to be· here for both· sessions this week, ·but have 'now been 
. :. :·., r . .. .. . ..... : ...... ··.; . ,. , .. : 

summoned·'back t.o Lortdcii/for urgent parliamentary ·votes tomorro~r and·· Thursday. · I·:hope to 
. ~: ,· : . .. : 

I have over many years taken a close interest in the whole field of disarmaiiient and 

arms control, and in the fe1v months since I became a Minister have been active both in 

following your deliberations and in shaping my. Government's policies in the general field 

of foreign policy and~ specifically9 in the field of disarmament. I hope therefore that 9 

though a new arrival 9 you will not feel it presumptuous of _me to plunge into the complex 

issues which are the regular diet of this Conference. I want to reassert that it.is the 

policy of Her Majesty's Government to take every opportunity to promote the cause of 

disarmament. It will be in the forefront of our policy-making and we shall seek both to 

take initiatives and to support others in their attempts to bring down the level_of 

armaments and arms expenditure. Multilateral disarmament is an essential ingredient for 

a saf~r wb~ld~: =:·· · · ...... --- -·· ----- -~-~ ·-~ ...... 

'I;start th~refore·by~pi"edgi.ng both'mys.eif and my Government to··worl~ constrildtiveiy 

with other members of this Conference. For-s6m~ years !"worked with Nobel Peace. Prize 

winnei.'Philip- Noei-Baker~ .A>pr~vious Labou~- GO:V'eirunent ·played a·prbminent :part in 

preparing for· th~ Partial· Test-Ban Treaty (ENDC/100/Rev.l); and~ more rec~ntly; 'one ·of 

my colleagues who held the responsibility Lno-vr hoid took the lliitiative-;which led· t6 

the successful negotiation of the Biological Weapons Convention. I hope that I too 

shall be able to make some modest contribution to the achievement of the objectives of 

disarmament to, which all of us here are committed. 

There must be times when some who have been involved in this particular forum have 

felt discouraged and disillusioned. Over the years, achievements have often fallen short 

of our hopes. But even when there has been little progress in the Conference of the 

.Committee on Disarmament the process of arms limi tatio_n and disarmament has not stoppedg 

debate has continued in other arenas 9 such as the series···of bilateral talks bettveen the 

United States and the Soviet Union. Only last week we savr the conclusion of two 

important agreements -- on limiting underground nuclear tests and anti-ballistic missile 

sites --between President Nixon and Mr. Brezhnev in Moscow; and tbe assertion of a will 

to reach new agreements on strategic arms limitation, on the modification of the 

environment for ho~tile purposes~ and on chemical v'rarfare. 
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Finally, the evident growth in Moscmv of understanding between the two 

super-Powers can, given perseverance and goodwill, contribute to an increase ih the 

security of us all. On a wider front my Government is playing its full part, with 

many others, in the 1-ful tilateral Balanced Force Reduction talks and the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe. The evidence which vre see of activity in 

the field of arms limitation and disarmament is in my view encouraging, and it is 

wrongheaded to argue that no progress is being made. Disarmament and improvement 

in the international political situation are inextricably intertvrined. 

As fears and suspicions bet"t-Teen nations are reduced, the atmosphere for 

constructive negotiations in the fields of disarmament and arms limitation is 

improved. But it is no less true that the steady, patient work of .the experts 

in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament is itself a contribution towards 

improved international relations. vlhile we cannot e:h.'"Pect spectacular progress 

here, or in any other conceivable forum 'i-Thich we can hope to devise, without 

progress in the political climate, I have no doubt that by perseverance in constantly 

re-examining the problems before us vre may hope to contribute towards the 

development of trust bet1veen nations. Equally, we must be ready to exploit 

improvements· in international relations to the advantage of disarmament. 

Progress is inevitably gradual. We are all experienced enough to lmow that 

success in attaining our objectives does not merely depend on the sincerity of 

those >vho are gathered here· representing their governments. This Committee 

alone has the experience and dedication to treat the obstinate problems of 

disarmament 1-Ti th the respect and stubbornness t)1ey demand. We should not throw 

away this well-proven and practical body i.n a fit of exasperation at a check 

in momentum which, we all hope, will be temporary. 

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament has rightly given first place 

in its deliberations to nuclear disarmament -- not without some success. The 

Cuban nussile crisis of 1963 made us all acutely aware how important it was to 

create an international framevmrk in which 1ve could control the testing and 

development of nuclear weapons. Two principal agreements were negotiated for this 

purpos"e~ The first of these was the Partial Test-Ban Treaty of 1963; following 

its signature, the number of nuclear tests carried out in the atmosphere rapidly 

declined, to the benefit of the whole international community. As vre have often 

said, we hope that all countries which have not yet acceded to this Treaty vTill do so. 
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· .: . ....... ~.::';I;'he..:sacand.~re·ems.n:t: is 9 of course, the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) of 1968 

(ENDC/226). · : Its, PL!:P.Pose was; and still is, to coritrol· the spread of nuclear 

weapons and_,of:..nuclear explosive technology. Nuclear weapons exist: the NPT 

reco&ll.:i.z.ed ._that. fact and defined as nuclear-vTeapon States the five countries that. 

posses_sed .:t:n~clear w,eapons on 1 January 1967. -Hmvever, ~he Treaty also attempted to 

stiJ) the. -¢i~S:J?.,.seated fear that the. spread of nuclear vreapons throughout the world 

was. inevitable, that five nuclear-1veapon States would tum into six, six into seven 

and so on, ·until vre found ourselves living in a nightmare world of nuclear armed 

States in which even a regional confrontation bet-vreen rivals could lead to a nuclear· 

war which threatened_to encompass the vhole globe. For their part, the nuclear-weapon 

States undert()ok not to assist or encourage any other Power to obtain nuclear \veapons 

or other nuclear explosive devices. The non..:.nuclear 1veapon States promised not to · 

attern.:pt to develop a nuclear explosive capability themselves. 

The framers of the NPT had no desire to deprive any country -- least of all the 

developing countries -- of the potential benefits of the peaceful uses of nuclear· 

energy.. ·The parties to· the Treaty have specifically undertaken to facilitate the 

exchange of equipment, material and information for this purpose. To ensure that there 

should be no abuse of such exchanges, the Treaty, however, made provision for 

international safeguards designed to deter States-from diverting material and 

information to the wrong ends, by creating the certainty 0f detection. The safeguards 

system which has, been devised and is being implemented co:n:s·cientiously 9 painstakingly 

and with expert thoroughness by the International'Atonuc Energy Agency (IAEA), testifies 

to the good faith of the very large nUmber of coUntries -- now over 80 --who have 

considered it in their best interests to accede tb the NPT. 

As the Conference ,.,ill recall, in 1967 the United Kingdom Government voluntarily 

offered to afford an opportunity for safeguards to be applied to the peaceful nuclear 

programme of the United ;Kingdom, and >·re are novJ" negotiating 1-ri th the International 

Atomic Energy Agency on the application of the Agency's safeguards. We have done 

this li1 the hope of facilitating the acceptance and ratifi~tion of the ~~T by those 

1-rho have not yet done so. 

I have just said that the Treaty is not designed to interfere 1vi th the development 

of nuclear energy for peaceful uses; but there is one important area where special 

problems arise -- the application of nuclear explosive technology to peacefUl purposes. 

As the Treaty in effect recognises, in te1~s of nuclear proliferation there is no 

distinction between an explosive nuclear device in·bended for peaceful purposes, and one 

designed as a weapon. The Treaty therefore explicitly prohibits the proliferation of 
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nuclear explosive devices, as well as of nuclear iveapons. Nevertheless, the Treaty 

recognizes that if nuclear explosive devices should at some future date -- which vm 

believe to be still some years off -- become a commercially significant engineering 

technique, then non-nuclear-weapon States party to the Treaty would not be deprived 

of the potential benefits of peaceful nuclear explosives. Indeed, they would be 

entitled to obtain them without themselves developing or acquiring nuclear explosives, 

with all the consequent dem~~ds.on their resources. The Treaty mru(es provision for 

this in Article V. 

It was our great hope t}+at the lTPT woulcl effectively call a halt to the ·numbers 

of nuclear-weapon States. We believed-- and still believe -- that it could mru{e the 

vmrld a safer place and bring about a nevr climate of trust and confiB_ence in v1hich 

further arms-limitation agreements in the nuclear field can be negotiated. We hoped 

that at the Review Conference in Geneva next year the success of the NPT would be 

confirmed and that many non-signatories of the Treaty >·muld have signed and ratified 

it by next year. 

This is still our hope, but the Indian nuclear test has cast a shadow over these 

hopes. The Indian Government have since stated categorically that it is still opposed 

to the development of nuclear >•reapons and that its explosion was designed solely for 

peaceful purposes. But the NPT depends on the principle that, if non~proliferation 

is to work~ the development of all explosive nuclear technology must be strictly 

controlled. My Government cannot hide our deep concern nor disguise our 

disappointment. vlhatever may be the declarations of peaceful intent of the Indian 

Government -- and >-Te have noted its assu..rances -- 1ve cannot doubt that India 1 s decision 

as a f!On-signatory Po~rrer. to 11go it alone 11 has awoken once again the fears and 

increased the danger that others may decide to follm>~" suit. 

It has been estimated that ten or so of those countries which have not signed the 

NPT already have the capability to produce a nuclear device even at the cost of a 

crippling diversion of national resources, and that yet others might seek to demonstrate 

the political will to do so in search of protection, deterrence or a status symbol. 

The vmrld would thus become a more dangerous place and the aims of the non-proliferation 

initiative would be frustrated. It is still open to India to accede to the NPT and 

to join the majority of States Hembers of the United Nations, including the 

United Kingdom, who are placing their peaceful nuclear facilities under international 

safeguards. 
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My Goven;nne.nt s_hp;r.e_s. the v:!;e1-r. expressed in this Committee on ? , July.- by. Jvir-•. Ma~t;in 

(CCD/PV.639_; page. 9) that the J.'T.PT is one. of the ·most signi-fican.t contribut~9ns t?-. 

disarmament an¢1. world -peace. vle believe , that it is .mo:re than ever .impo:ptan~. ·for us nov; 

to strength.en the non-proliferation regime and enco:urage all. countries .to.~J.?y~_their-_ 

part. It may now proy,e necessary for the parties to the Treaty to._cpnsider, whether, 

the-re are ivays inltThich: the guaranteE:).S and safeguar_ds contained in the Treaty can '!:li~ ·- -

strengthener~.; ·-:to give _g;reater assurance and confidence to those 1vho have ~by failure to_-. 

adhere to the Treaty indicated their -vlish to keep their nuclear options_ open. 

If €Jxisting parties to· ·the NPT will co-operate to_ the full- in impleme~ting. 

inte:r::natipnal safeguards~ and if those States n.ow considering r9.-tificatio;n .w.:ill end ,_ . 

their indE:),cision;:and. ratify -vrithout further delay, thE:! Review -Confe;rence in 1975 cou~.,.:;_ 

:prove -CJ.U histox:ic occasion and_ demonstra.te our determination to co!ltrol :the. ¢langei:?-•>. 

1'lhich could 1ep.gulf us. -· I therefore 1-:holeheartedly support the viev expressed by .. 

Hr. Rpsh.cl1inin this Committee on23 Hay (CCD/PV.638, page 23) that it·i·lill_be ~he_~oet 

important task of the Revie-vr Conference to deyise practical steps for strengther1:-i.ng. the 

NPT in ·every possible 1-ray •. _ The. aim of my· delegation -- at the. Prepa:r;at9:r;Y Commi t_tee as 

\<Jell as at ~he Revie1·1 .Coriference itself -:- 1vill be to concentrate upon_ ~sl?entials and .to 

ensur,e tha,t t!J.e Re_vie-vr Conference gets its priorities right •.. vre yant ~hi~ Re,7:Le•·r to . 

.J.chieV~ a positiVe e_xtemsion of the international anti-proliferation regime;. .. \{e :1·1ant- to. . . . . . ' " . ~ ' . . ' ... . ; ·'· . 

3ee it fi11d positive ,1vays to allay the anxieties ivhicb, ·originally. called fort~ the , 

:treaty itself. We sha11.do all in,,our po-vrer to demonstrate ou:r continuing faithinC::.:li<:?..' 

:'fi?T and -~ur intention that it- should be fully effective. 

: . ., : I have already referred briefly to the Partial Test-Ban Treaty 7 ·1v-hich mp..p.y oLits: , · 

regard as a step .-- a big step -- on the . path tmvards a comprehensive test-bal}r. agTee:-,:?.l:. 'c:· 

Ar..other step took place last vJeek 1-rith ·the signature in Moscovr of the_ ne-vr. threshold.! 

agreemen-t on. underground nuclear tests. The implications _of. this agreement ar:e ,not 

Jimi ted to the bilater_al relations of the United States and the Soviet Unio:p.. ,:j.VIy 

Gove:r:qment hav.e .already \•relcomed this agreement and have decl~red that the .. Vni ted_Ifingcl.()ill 

vrill s:upport it. \•le hope tha:t (),thers also -vrill follo-v1 our lead in volunt_arily _· 

· ~cm.mitting the.msel ves to abide .,by its PJ:'OVisions. The nevr agreement place,s·jmportf)-nt . 

nevr limi t.s on the .size of thos_e.::nu:clear explosions vrhich are (')till l)ermi tted _under t4o. 

Partial Test-Ban Treaty and re;flects the significance.of remote.seismic'.ll1onitoring 

techniques 7 . to which my delegation has often dravm attention. · , ,-

The preamble to the agreement reaffirms the determination of both parties to:pursue 

-';b.e goal of a comprehensive test-ban. \-!e share that aim. The technical difficulties 

still befpre us are great 7 but we lJelieve that 1-ri th patience and persistence yet further 
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progress 'can- be made. To this end my delegation -vlill shortly be tabling a working paper 

ivhfch will deal ,.jith some of the problems of discriminating betv1een earthquakes and 

explosions, prdblertis which are directly relevant to establishing an effective monitoring 

regime for a corri.prehi:msive test-ban agreement. 

The United Kingdom· Government also welcome the announcement at last -vreek 1 s MoscoVJ 

summit that the United States and the Soviet Union have agreed to consider a joint 

initiative in this Committee with respect to the conclusion~ as·a first step~ of an 

international convention dealing vli th lethal chemical 1veapons ( C\:-1) • vle hope that this 

declaration of· intent, together 1vi th the Japanese draft convention vrhich is already 

before us? vrill lead to new movement in the difficult negotiations on Cvl. tve have often 
. . 

stated our position on this topic. \ve want, and are comini tted to seek, effective· measures 

for a comprehensive prohibition of chemical weapons and for the destruction of existing 

stockpiles.·. We have also said that we are prepared to consider partial measures. 

However~ chemical 1-reapons are of considerable military importance. A State vlhich 

possessed them -v10uld have a potential military advantage over a State 1vhich did not. 

Any State which commits itself to renounce CW under an international agreement must be 

satisfied that other States would not be able to contravene that agreement. A 

comprehensive prohibition 1vhich did not cater for th~ need of the signatories to be 

assured of other. States 1 compliance "i·rould bring risks of military instability and might 

have results of the utmost gravity. 

It is against this appraisal that we have studied the proposals put forward·by the 

Japanese Government. for a comprehensive prohibition of CW. I am -glad to say that its 

draft contains much with which my Government can agree. Our Japanese colleagues are to 

be congratulated not only on their courage in bringing new ideas to chemical disarmament, 

but also on the ingenuity vri th Hhich they ·have sought to find common ground on the major 

obstacle of verification. vfuether their attempt 1vill succeed 1vill perhaps beccme Clearer 

as our debate here continues. We believe that the establishment of an international 

verifiea tion agency, vli th ail independent standing and the right to initiate a number of 

significant· actions, is an interesting idea vrhich needs developing further. 

We also believe that the suggested complaints procedure includes some useful 

provisions. By putting the onus of rejecting inspection on to the State accused of 

contravening thE! Treaty, prohibited activities vJOuld be discouraged_and a State :t-rhich 

cheated might be gravely embarrassed. Hmvever, a falsely-accused State 1·rould have 

nothing to fear from this procedure, for by inviting an inspection it could prove its 

innocence. 
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()n .:the deta,Us of the suggested con;tplaints p-roced,ure; therefore,-· .He have little 

to cri ticj_·ze, ... ;l{oweye.r, -.I hope the3.t my Jo.:._Janese colleague w~ll understand me -v1hen I 

. $Cj.Y. that, wl:!ereas his dr:afL comprehensive .-convention tackles constructively the 

problem of what the international community should do once :·a breach of the convention 

has been detected, it does not, :as it stands~ show how the early detection of any 

suspected breach vJould , take place. 

This brings us back to.the problem of the verification of a comprehensive 

prohibition,· which has caused such difficulties in the past. I do not· think. that my 

Japanese. colleague 1-rill be· disheartened by 1orhat I have sai·d. We alii n:oted his ·wise 

. words -at the meeting of- the Committee on 18 April ( CCD /PV. 628; page 8) that it is· 

: -e~sent:i,a_l in .negotiations on disarmament. to seek measures to ·assure the fulfilment· 

of: agreements.'. Our aim is the same. But it ivould be v1rong to underestimate the 

very r.eal-- difficill ties involved or to· be.1i'eve ·that- they can someho-vr be smoothed 'over 

or t_alked away. They are· diff.i,culties of substance based -:not only on an assessment 

of State interest, but also on a judgment ·of 1orhat is the- best 1-ray to ensure peace -

and ·stability. 

We hope that discussions of the Japanese dratt convention,- and of the ideas 

which the United States and the Soviet Union niay be putting. forwftrd, ·will enable us 

to find common' ground;· we intend to approach it in that spirit. A British expert 

1orill be present at the meeting next week which 1-rill discuss the technical aspects of 

the Japanese draft. I hope that that meeting 1.,rill be usefuL 

·Before I conclude, I should like to comment brj.efly on one or two other subjects 

which have attracted the atte'1.tion 'Of this ·committee. If T have "dwelt sO far o'n 
~ •. A'· ' . ' 

nucle-ar and. chemical weapons, this does' ·not" mean that my country ·:regards the continuing 

spread of other weapons with: equanimi t'y. A ·recent report from. the ·Stockholm 

:, International Pea·ce Research Institute has sU:ggested that, although during the last 

five years total 1vorld ~Jtperidlture on arms has probably :remained constant, the 

expenditure of some countries has risen. NATO expenditure, according to the report, 

has dropped by 17 per cent- since 1968, and Warsa1v Pact ·spending has remained· roughly' 

c'onstant. 

But the expenditure of some countries in the developing world has risen~ especially 

i.n the Middle East, 1.,rhere it is said :to have doubled between 1970 and 1973 and to account 

now for 14 t)er cent of the gro·ss ·domestic product of some ·s-tates. This is a disturbing 

picture. We hope ·that it will be possible for all States, not just the major military 

po11rers, to reduce the amounts they now spend on armamiants and devote more resources 

to peaceful purposes. MY Government is at present conducting a review of defence 

commitments and capabilities vri th a vievr to substantial cuts in defence e;xpendi ture. 
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The United Kingdom Government attaches importance to the forthcoming Conference of 

Government Experts to. be held in Luceril~, ~<Thich will discuss "14eaporis which may cause 
'· 

unnecessary suffering or have indiscriminate effects". We hope that this Conference 

will further the humanitarian aims ·~rhich ·.;;;e all hold in common. We have agreed' to 

support it and intend to send a strong team of experts. The legal;- military and medical 

problems'involved will be complex; but it '!,vill be our intention to submit positive 

proposals for consideration. 

One of the functions of arms limitation and disarmament in general, and of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament in particular, is to create an atmosphere of 

trust among the nations. The Swedish representative, Mrs. Thorsson, made a notable 

contribution to the discussion of this topic in introducing on 14 May 

(CCD/PV.635, pages 6 et. seq.) the Swedish working paper CCD/421 --an approach -&hich 

the representative of the United States, Mr. Martin, endorsed at the opening meeting of 

this session (CCD/PV.639, pages 7,8). Opennese is a vital g:uality across the whole 

field of disarmament; for reductions can only take place against a known base, and 

States can only agree to general prohibitions if they are confident that they will know 

that other States are abiding by them. We therefore attach importance to the concept 

of op~nness on military expenditure, which was the subject of the Swedish working paper. 

Details of the United Kingdom defence budget are of course published each year and are 

available to all. We hope that other States which do not already do so will now make 

details of their spending public. 

The suggestion that States should make proportionate reductions in their military 

expenditure as a means of disarmament is also being studied under the auspices of the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations. I am very pleased that the ·Secretary-General 

has appointed a distinguished Briton, PrOfessor John Erickson of Edinburgh University, 

to his panel of experts on this subject. We look forward to seeing their report. It is 

possible that these discussions about military expenditure might eventually help us to 

develop new techniques of disarmament, leading to the reduction of the great sums now 

spent for military purposes throughout the world. 

I have already spoken of some of the frustrations that face the Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament and of my Government's belief that vm should not allow the 

Conference to falter.· Rather, we hope to see the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament develop further. vle shall be happy to see a modest enlargement, if that is 

the desire of other member States, and in particular to welcome the Governments of the 

Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic, which I understand have 

now made formal application to the co-Chairmen to be admitted to the Conference. 
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~o.wever 7 it 1•JOul~ be \(:!. mis .. ~~~ ,if, in the course of enlargement 9 1ve 1vere radically 

to alter the s~r~~tlire · of the Gonfe,:pence of tl~~; po~ t~ee on Disarmament. The present 

balanc'e ~f membership_has, I knm~, been. the subject of criticis~ in the past, but in 
• . • • _ _: - _ -: --~ . 

1 
• ;_ ·:- • • _ _; _. i · . I { i : ' ~ 

general it r~flects'-political realities. This is one of its most important 
,- ' ~ . 

characteristics, ';Thfch make it a useful. fo:rrun £:or negotiation and, as I:-1'r. Haik said in 
•: 

his statement of 25 April, 'tv·e must ensure that the nerrotiating role of the Committee 

is effectively preserved and strengthened (CCD/PV_. 630, page 16) • 
. • ,- . :-\ ··,· ' ' . • ' J.J -_; 

I verY. mucl~ hope that it wil:J. 11ot be too lone' bef'ore France decides that it 1:.rill 
'• . ~' 

be in her ~te:r:e.sts to take up h~r place in th~s Committee, ~d that China will decide 

to find a more effe,ctive viay of ~ssociatinl3' herself vith this· vitally important task 

of disarmament and arms cont~ol. 
' ' ··, :. ' . 

Even vlithout their participation the British 
•• ''.·' • • J_ '·' 

Government believe that the Conference of_ the Committee on Disarmament is a 1wrth1:lhile 
. . . ' . ··;I ·:· -~. . ·. :. 

body, a realist~.c .. an.d pr~etica;J.., f?rw.n .in uhich necotiations. on disarmament can take · 

place. \ve 1r1ant to sustain it and. to ensure that in future it h~s an important part. 

to play on the international st~ge .. 

We. shall therefor$ look for postiv~ li~itiatives to strengthen the Committee's ~ork. 

We sh~ll give early and full considerat~on to all constructive proposals put forv1ard. 

lie shall apprpa9h these matters vli th a sense of l:l~~gency 9 for we believe that the 

context of the Committee's work has changed. There are nmv serious and urgent 

·dangers vrhich were not so a~parent a matter of 1-1eeks ago. All those engaged in the 

field of disru.:-mament and arms control nov face a challenge of gr~at gravity. 

Governments have a continuing obligation to the lJeoples q{ .the world to make that 

world a flafer place. \le now need to _redouble o1.IT efforts, for there is a prospect . 

that our environment 1vill- become not saf'er but more dangerous in the months and years <'. 

ahead. This Committee has an important .,role to play in eliminating that danger. 
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Mr. MISHRA (India); ~fuy I also join you~ Mr. Chairman, in welcoming the 

Right Honorable David Ennals here among us? It is indeed a great pleasure and 

privilege -Go listen to him, and we do hope that in future, despite his preoccupations, 

he will be able to find the time to come to us and make further contribution to our 

. • work,· as· he himself has just said in his statement. 

It was not my intention to take the floor today~ but one or two points need 

some clarifications.in the light of the previous statement. It is not a matter of 

any personal reply at all; it is a question of stating my Government's position on 

one or two points. As I listened to the very important statement cif :Mr. Ennals 

the thought struck me that it was predicated on the Unii(ed Kingdom's adherence to the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty as a nuclear-weapon State and India's non-adherence to the 

NPT as a non-nuclear-weapon State. 

Now, our reasons for not adhering to the li!Pr are fundamental reasons. They go 

to the very philosophy of international relations which we have tried to follow since 

we became independent; and one of the basic points of this philosophy is equality in 

international life. We have considered and we continue to consider that the NPT is 

not an equal legal instrument. It is a discriminatory instrwnent; and I must 

categorically s;tate here that we will not become a party to that instrument as long as 

.the discriminatory character of that instrwnent remains as it is today. When the. 

Review Conference takes place -- but naturally we have no right to propagate this 

view, since we are not a party to that Treaty-- perhaps it will takea look at this 

character of the NPT and try to change it so as to make it acceptable universally. 

T.he seconcl po~.nt -- and· I must thank ·:;he Minister for tc.:;.dng note of the 

assurances given by the Government of India in regard to its peaceful intentions 

which is perhaps forgotten sometimes is that these· assurances, although they were 

reiterated after the explosion on 18 M2y, had been given for the last twenty years. 

I can go back to· 1954 or I can go back to even earlier·· years and quote from the 

statements of my Government on this question. Now these are solemn statements~ 

solemn declarations which have not been violated so far, and they must be treated as 

solemn declarations. 

After all, even if we were to join the liTT there is a clause for withdrawal. 

In this sense is the Treaty more so,lemn than the declarations which we have made? This 

is a point which I believe should be taken note of and should be welcomed as far as 

the Government of India is concerned.: that it continues to abide by solemn 
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declarations which are: not new but have been given over the years, and which have been 

reiterated ve+-y\ re·cently~. g.nd. which I reiterate. on behalf of my Government here today.· 
" . ·~ -

We intend· t() use nuclear energy solely for peace-ful purposes. 

There was also a reference -- and this ha.s also been made from time to time, not only 

here but.also in other fora-- that nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes are something 

which is not immediat~ly of benefit to the international community, and ~hat in any case 

the NPT provi(ies for giving the benefit of this technology to non-nuclear-weapon States 
parties to the.NPT. Well~ since we are not· a party to the: NPr we do consider that it 

is our right .to .dev.elop this technology for peaceful purposes. 

Moreover.~ it will not be contended by any side that a technology which is limited 

or which is being developed by five nuclear States alone if all of them are developing 

it I .do not lmow -- should be the end of the story and that it is not possible that 

another State with some knowledge~ with someexperience.will be able to contribute 

towards the development of this technology and thus give the benefit to the international 

community as a whole, as,the nuclea:c States parties to the NPT have undertaken to do. 

Again~ we feel that there ~hould be no discrimination in this regard. If we are able 

.to contribute~. we should be allowed to contribute keeping in mind the very solemn 

declaration that we have.made in regard to peaceful ·uses of this technology. 

I apologise to this Committee~ Mr. Chairman,- for taking the floor at this stage, 

but it was necessary to make our point of view·clear. 

The meeting rose at 11.35 a.m. 

' ~. 


